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oducts rare
ely have happy endin
ngs. For ev
very block
kbuster,
Stories of new pro
ds of innov
vations witth great po
otential flame out.
hundred
We say “hundreds”
“
because the
e exact num
mber of new
w product faiilures is difficult to pinp
point.
Dependin
ng on the source, data suggest tha
at anywhere
e from 67% to 95% of new
n
products
fail. Even
n when a ne
ew product is
i not an ou
utright failure
e, its launch
h often falls short of
expectattions, and siignificant inffusions of human and financial
f
cap
pital are required to ach
hieve
acceptab
ble performa
ance.
ue triggered a four-yearr study to id
dentify prove
en methods of securing
g both the
This issu
launch and the long-term sales success off new products. The stu
udy examine
ed the produ
uct
launch efforts of com
mpanies in industries as
a diverse ass aerospace
e and pharm
maceuticals. The
findings:



Products and
P
d services should be de
eveloped
w an “outs
with
side-in” app
proach:
o Pre-la
aunch custo
omer intellige
ence should
d
be foc
cused on an
n exploration
n of custom
mer
proble
ems, instead
d of the currrent practic
ce
of dettermining cu
ustomer inte
erest



The “handofff” between Marketing and
a Sales
hould includ
de:
sh
o Identified custom
mer populatio
ons
eeds, not atttributes
segmented by ne
o Custo
omer insights the sales force can use
u
to cha
allenge the customers status
s
quo
o Sales materials th
hat are prob
blem-focuse
ed,
not prroduct-focused
o Tools that enable
e the sales force
f
to mon
netize
conomic value of the so
olution and define the costs
c
of maiintaining the
e
the ec
statuss quo
o Sales simulationss that motiva
ate the saless force to uncover custtomer problems,
ent technolo
ogical featurres
ratherr than prese

When the
ese method
ds are applie
ed successfully, the ressults are imp
pressive: Co
ompanies that
adopt these suggestions achievve sales gain
ns of up to 130% of go
oal and marg
gin gains off
er existing product liness.
20% ove

The Typ
pical Launc
ch Scenariio
Figure 1 illustrates a typical pro
oduct develo
opment and launch process, one driven
d
by inte
ernal
evaluatio
on of a technological inn
novation. Th
he conversa
ation takes place
p
largelyy between R&D
R
and Marketing and emphasizes
e
the novel capability
c
or technical fe
eatures of th
he product. This
inward product-focu
p
us gets carriied through the subseq
quent phases of comme
ercialization with
negative consequen
nces.

A Better Launch Scenario
S
The key to launch su
uccess is to
o carry a pro
oblem focuss, not a prod
duct focus, through the
e
commerc
cialization process. Thiss paradigm shift is easyy to understtand concep
ptually, but it
i is
challenging to imple
ement. Our crossc
indusstry experience reveals that compa
anies who
nd exceed sa
ales goals for new prod
ducts and se
ervices succ
cessfully
regularlyy achieve an
implement a problem
m focused paradigm
p
byy:

o
o
o

Starting with a problem focus; Askin
S
ng “What prroblem doess this innova
ation solve?””
ra
ather than “To whom ca
an we sell th
his?”
M
Maintaining
a high level of coordina
ation and alig
gnment, particularly at the critical
in
ntersection of
o Marketing
g and Sales
S
Successfully
integrating core questiions into tho
ought proce
esses, plann
ning, tools, and
a
m
metrics
that drive— even mandate—a
a problem-fo
ocused, cusstomer-centtric approac
ch

These orrganizationss have identiified a bette
er launch scenario.

The Ste
eps to Succ
cess
Accordin
ng to our ressearch, com
mpanies thatt successfullly implemen
nt the Problem-Focused
d,
Custome
er-Centric La
aunch proce
ess follows a set of welll-choreogra
aphed stepss as they
progresss through the phases off product co
ommercializa
ation and la
aunch. While
e the executtion
of the steps may vary slightly frrom organization to org
ganization, th
he goals of each step are
a
nt.
consisten

STEP 1:
Adopt an “Outside
e-In” Approach to Initial R&D

PHASE(S):
R&D

Instead of
o asking, “W
Who would buy this?” when
w
design
ning a new offering,
o
start with a
problem focus and core
c
questio
ons:

o
o
o
o
o

What is the problem
W
p
to which
w
this in
nnovation offfers a solution?
W has thiss problem?
Who
W
What
are the
e consequen
nces (organizational, mo
onetary, etc
c.) of this prroblem?
If this problem were reso
olved, who would
w
benefit and how would they benefit?
H
How
can the economic value
v
of solvving this pro
oblem be qu
uantified?

With thiss shift, you move
m
from product-focu
p
used, “inside-out” prod
duct develop
pment to
problem focused, “o
outside-in” product
p
devvelopment. To
T sustain and
a support this shift, our
most suc
ccessful clie
ents also:

o
o

Abandon traditional attributes-based segmentation in favor of needs-based methods
that group customers according to the need or problem the offering can address.
Extend the approach to product testing and market research by moving away from
queries like, “What are your feelings about this new offering?” and towards core
questions that explore problems the offering can resolve for potential customers. This
technique ensures initial assumptions about the customer’s problems are either
confirmed or corrected. (See caution below.)

Caution: Customers are not always aware they have an issue. Therefore, those engaged in
collecting customer insights must use questions skillfully to uncover unrecognized problems.
Alice Koehler, Marketing Director for Butterball LLC, a purveyor of turkey and turkey
products, shared this example with us: When customers were asked about their satisfaction
with existing lunchmeat packaging, they reported no problems. However, when observed by
research teams, the same consumers promptly transferred the lunchmeat from its original
packaging to a zippered plastic bag “to keep it fresh.” Asking different questions could
have reduced the market research effort and spend without compromising the accuracy of
the insights.
STEP 2:
Ensure Accurate Translation of Materials and Collateral

PHASE(S):
Marketing, Rollout

Does any of this sound familiar?
o
o
o

“Sales is from Mars and Marketing is from Venus.”
“Sales and Marketing aren’t on the same page.”
“Marketing creates the message, and Sales delivers it.”

Regardless of the cliché the underlying reality is that most marketing and sales teams do
not speak the same language. If a sales team is problem-oriented (trained to uncover
customer problems or challenge customer thinking) and the marketing team is not, the sales
team is forced to “translate the message.” Thus, a very costly, well-developed marketing
message becomes barely recognizable in the field.
Though Marketing and Sales may speak different languages, this selling story disconnect
does not have to be a foregone conclusion. Companies that successfully implement
problem-focused, customer-centric product launches develop means to overcome it. They
put strategic effort into ensuring alignment and an effective “handoff” between Marketing
and Sales. This effort involves requiring Marketing to provide more context and explicit
direction to Sales. In these organizations, marketing professionals recognize that:
o
o

Sales professionals with no understanding of how materials and collateral were
developed will interpret it through their own lenses, which leads to sales
presentations that are off-strategy and off-message.
Context-setting, clear direction, and guidance can be hardwired into the sales
materials and promotional collateral created to support sales efforts at the time of
launch. Such prescriptive sales materials can serve as a “Rosetta Stone,” supporting
accurate translation and solidifying the handoff.

STEP 3:
Utilize Marketing/Sales Alignment Tools

PHASE(S):
Marketing, Rollout, Sales

Companies that regularly achieve and sustain product launch success take efforts to align
Marketing and Sales a step further. In these organizations, Marketing works with input from
Sales to develop alignment tools. “Sales and Marketing aren’t on the same page.”
o
o
o
o
o

“Explain the research-validated customer problems that make the offering relevant.
Identify customer groups by needs, rather than population attributes.
Provide questioning strategies that uncover and develop these problems.
Guide the relevant use of sales collateral.
Align to and support the customer decision-making process.

In his seminal research paper, “Why Bad Things Happen to Good New Products,” Neil
Rackham discovered the use of questions by sales professionals declined by 40% during
launch, derailing the very behaviors that have been proven to correlate with sales success.
In addition to reducing variability of engagement and presentation across the sales force,
well-designed alignment tools help neutralize this instinctive behavior. In our experience,
organizations that effectively counter this sales tendency are more likely to achieve both
short- and long-term goals for their new product or service.
STEP 4:
Don’t Let Bells and Whistles Take Focus off Customer Problems

PHASE(S):
Rollout

The more a rollout meeting or launch event focuses on the bells and whistles of a new
product, the less likely the sales force will sell it correctly. Why? Because such a strong
product focus compels all but a small percentage of sales professionals to take their eyes
off the ball, the customer’s problem(s). And when sales professionals leave the
rollout/launch without a customer-centric mission, the hand-off between Marketing and
Sales has been fumbled and the odds of launch success greatly reduced. We’ve traced the
roots of many failed launches back to rollouts that created buzz around product features
and data rather than customer- centric engagement.
Interestingly, when Neil Rackham tested the theory that a problem focus—rather than a
product focus—would produce greater sales, the sales professionals were not permitted to
even see the new product. He instructed this test group of sales professionals to focus their
efforts on determining the best way to uncover and grow customer problems the new device
could solve. The test group given this direction outsold the control group of sales
professionals (who were shown all the bells and whistles at the company-wide rollout
meeting) by 54%.
To achieve problem-focused product rollout meetings/launch events and equally impressive
sales results, companies in today’s marketplace:
o
o
o

o

Get sales professionals smart about customer problems, their consequences, and
the value of a solution.
Leverage problem-focused, customer-centric sales materials and alignment tools to
concentrate attention on how to engage the customer versus what to tell the
customer.
Forgo having sales professionals recite product features and specs during training
and instead have them practice developing and utilizing strategic questions
(assuming the sales force has been trained accordingly) in realistic, scenario-based
role-plays.
Monetize the customer problem and the value of the solution where possible. This
effort requires the creation of tools that prompt sellers to ask the right questions and
to populate ROI formulas.

STEP 5:
Support Launch Success with Mindset, Skills, and Feedback

PHASE(S):
Sales

Steps 1 through 4 place much responsibility for driving the shift to a problem-focused
launch in the hands of marketers. While this shift demands much in the way of behavior
change from Marketing, it cannot succeed without similar behavior change from Sales. To
ensure Marketing’s efforts do not go to waste and the new product meets both launch and
the long-term sales goals, the sales team must:
o
o

o

Embrace a customer-centric mindset. Sales leadership must “walk the talk” to drive
the focus on customer needs. Sales professionals must know that their calls are
expected to develop customer problems, not just present the product.
Execute a skilled approach. This requires a questions-based, problem-focused sales
methodology that develops customer problems and creates interest in and demand
for the solution. This approach must be trained, coached, measured, and rewarded
to achieve the results demonstrated in Rackham’s research.
Support the feedback loop. A formal feedback loop between Sales and Marketing
ensures the entire commercialization process benefits from lessons learned in the
field. Sharing real insights as to the level of resonance particular problems have with
customers can allow sales to pivot and adopt new questioning strategies.
Additionally, this feedback can inform future product launches, reducing the learning
curve.

Benefits of This Program
There is a way to give your company solid immunity against the epidemic of product
launch failure. In this paper, we have described a structure for commercializing a new
product or service that can significantly increase the odds of success. By approaching the
launch process from the “outside-in” and solidifying the hand-off between Marketing and
Sales, companies are able to avoid the pitfalls of the typical product launch. Instead of
beginning with the product, they begin with customer problems. Instead of allowing
marketing messages to get lost in translation, they use tools to ensure Sales stays onstrategy and on-message. And instead of using a rollout to create buzz around product
features, they use it to create a buzz around helping customers identify and understand
problems. This problem-focused, customer-centric product launch approach has helped
companies in diverse industries beat the odds to achieve sales gains of up to 130% of goal
and margin gains of 20% over existing product lines.
About The Kensington Firm
The Kensington Firm is a multinational consulting firm led by industry veteran Paul Panzl. We
work most often with organizations that are facing one of these challenges:
 Some metric is off: Sales are down, margins are down, sales cycles too long,
pipeline not producing
 There is an initiative that must go well: New product launch, sales process change,
new market, switching to outcomes driven sales vs. product driven, price increase…
 They are not getting price for the value adds that they bring to the market. Lower
priced competitors are convincing their customers that all of your value adds are
“nice to haves”
 Their current method of training does not last, or is not implemented well. They
spent a fortune, and people forgot it, or couldn’t operationalize it.

